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Statoil’s experiences with vibration and fatigue 
- Wave induced vibration 
- Production induced vibration 
o Oil 
o Gas 
o Mechanical equipment 
- Vibration of unknown origin 
o 20 and 23 system on Oseberg most exposed 
 Comment AS: Possibility for acoustically induced 
 Dependent on pipe length 
o Lock-in properties of vibration expected 
 Vibration frequencies jump to resonant frequencies. 
 Vibrations can be reduced/eliminated by halting production temporarily. 
When taken up to full capacity, vibrations are no longer detectable. 
- Examples of vibrations of unknown origin 
o Åsgård: Turret vibrates when dynamic position is combined with specific ship 
orientations 
o Kollsnes Dead leg on pig launcher 
 Double block and bleed valve 
 Opening of valve increases loop length by 3 meters. Flow in anti-
phase; problem eliminated 
o Oseberg Delta: Wave induced vibration problem 
 100 dB measured close to the conductors at storms 
o Visund: Wave induced vibration problem 
 Crack formations 
- Screening methodology  
02 
Fatigue in areas of gas processing onsite 
- Problems in areas of gas processing 
o Damping of vibration: Recommend the establishment of an accept criteria for 
damping of vibrations 
o Screening methodology: Establishment of a screening methodology for the 
mapping of areas exposed to fatigue prior to inspection. 
o Differences in valve forks: The shattering of vibrations within the resonance 
frequencies by adding damping material 
o Problems with reverberation in vibrating mechanical equipment 
o Statoil: Necessary to identify service pipes vulnerable for fatigue 
 Currently not offered by any contractors.  
03 
Inspection of spring support on plants operated by Statoil 
- Old stress reports: Can’t alter conditions without invalidating stress ISO’s 
- Degrading mechanisms: Elasticity of the springs are not constant over the life time of 
the spring 
- Study of accept criteria necessary 
04 
Current procedures at AS in regards to inspection 
- Line tag exported from SAP 
o Add criticality to the individual lines 
o Structural support necessary at long periodic amplitudes 
05 
Testing with strain gauges 
- Long life time at low strains 
- Long-run testing: Costly putting ex-classified equipment in-field for longer periods of 
time 
- Metering with accelerometer: Handles long-run testing in field well 
o Problem with accelerometer metering; measures relative acceleration 
06 
Fatigue Oseberg Field Centre 
- 24.01.2011 Gas leakage Oseberg A 
o Category: Emergency shutdown 2.0 (NAS): Full shutdown 
o Rough weld resulted in crevice of heat affected zone 
- Official cause: Unfortunate geometry, fatigue and vibrations 
o Over 6000 service pipes installed offshore 
o A-standard introduced after incident 
- Service pipe project Oseberg Field Centre 
o Revision stop 2007 and 2009: Inspected over 6000 service pipes 
o Expectation: 59 service pipes replaced in 2011 
 Mainly system 13 and 20 
o Export of P&ID’s: Service pipes identified from existing P&ID’s 
o Evaluation of repair 
 Currently: Weldolet and welds 
 Future: Internal Thore-method: Cutting and grinding of fitting transition 
 Increases area 
 Reduces risk for crevice corrosion 
o Internal procedure prepared based on ASME B31.3 
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% Start by clearing out the memory of the project 
clear; clc; 
  
% Start by correcting font types and sizes 
% Change default axes fonts. 




% Start by defining input of data: 
fileName = '.xlsx'; 
Range =; 
  
Input = xlsread(fileName); 
  
% The relevant amplitude input is defined 
Time = Input(:,1); % Time in ms 
Amplitude = Input(:,2); % Amplitude in mm/s 
  
if Time(10)-Time(1) < 4; 
    x = 2; 
else x = 1; 
end 
  
% Then define the sampling frequency 
Fs = 1280*x; % Hz 
  
% The sample time are found using the inverse of the 
frequency 
T = 1/Fs; 
  
% The length of the signal is found 
L =  length(Amplitude); 
  
% The time vector is calculated 
t = (0:L-1)*T; 
  
% One can then plot the amplitude against the time 
subplot(4,1,1); 
plot(Time,Amplitude) 




% The next step is to find the next power of 2 from  
% the length of "Amplitude" 
NFFT = 2^nextpow2(L); 
  
% One can then perform the fast Fourier tranform from the  
% function Y = fft(Amplitude,NFFT) that returns the n-point 
DFT.  
Y = fft(Amplitude,NFFT)/L; 
f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); 
  








% After the initial plotting, it is necessary to find peaks 
of the data 
% This is done so that the dampening ratio can be found as a 
rolling 
% calculation of the data. 
  
% Start by only selecting positive integers of the amplitude 
by replacing 
% negative integers with 0. Choose not to plot this 
PosAmp = Amplitude; 
PosAmp(PosAmp < 0) = 0; % Set negative numbers to zero 
% subplot(4,1,3); 
% plot(Time,PosAmp) 
% title('{\bf Positive component of signal}') 
% xlabel('Time (ms)') 
% ylabel('Amplitude (mm/s)') 
  
% One then has to find the peaks throughout the plottet data. 
% This is done using the built in local maxima function of 
MATLAB  
% called findpeaks. To identify the correct peaks, a distance 
limit 











% title('{\bf Peaks}') 
% xlabel('Time (ms)') 
% ylabel('Amplitude (mm/s)') 
  
% The last step it to use these peaks to find values for the  
% Logarithmic Damping Coeffisient throughout the dataseet 
  
for i=(1:length(PeakValue)-1) 




% The Logarithmic decrement is plotted 
subplot(4,1,3); 
plot(LogDec) 




% One can then plot the damping raio of the oscillator 
DampRat = LogDec./sqrt(4*pi^2+LogDec.^2); 
subplot(4,1,4); 
plot(DampRat) 




% The figure are now ready for export 
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